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‘Cajun Pawn Stars’
set for third season

TRAIN AND FRIENDS

ASSOCIATED PRESS

ALEXANDRIA, La. —
Jimmie DeRamus said traffic at Silver Dollar Pawn &
Jewelry Center has more
than tripled since the shop
in Alexandria became the
subject of a reality TV show.
“Sometimes it’s more
than that,” said DeRamus,
who started Silver Dollar
more than 25 years ago.
The DeRamus family and their store on Lee
Street are the stars of the
History Channel series,
“Cajun Pawn Stars.” DeRamus spoke Thursday at a
meeting of the Alexandria
Exchange Club about the
highs and lows of having
his life exposed to a national
(and international) audience.
“Television can be a very,
very beneficial thing or it
can be a destructive thing
to a business,” DeRamus
said. “It depends on how
they promote you.”
Thus far, Silver Dollar
and the area have been beneficiaries.
The shop has been flooded
with out-of-town visitors,
DeRamus said -- thousands
of them a week during the

Rock superstars
Train, above, headline
a full slate of music
Wednesday at Stage
AE on the North Shore.
Also on the bill for
the all-ages show are
Mat Kearney, right,
and Andy Grammer.
Tickets for the rain-orshine outdoor show
start at $36.50. Call
412-229-5483 for
additional information.

times when school is out.
Many of the fans are
young people. DeRamus
said he wanted a show without “cussing, fussing and
fighting.”
“Our goal from the start
was showing an intelligent
Louisiana,” he said.
“I’m tired of everybody
thinking if you’re from
Louisiana you take a bath
once a week and brush your
two teeth once a week. I
wanted to show people we
have something other than
a bunch of alligators at the
Arkansas line waiting to eat
them up.”
The show focuses on collectible and historically significant items.
Experts are regularly
called on camera to evaluate
items and talk about their
historic value. Pop ups and
trivia questions related to
history are also a regular
part of the show.
“I think people are starving from something that’s
family friendly,” DeRamus
said.
“I think the Jerry Springers have run their course. A
mother bringing a basket
of laundry to the laundry
room doesn’t want to have

to worry about what her
kids are going to see or hear
on TV while she’s gone.”
Two seasons of “Cajun
Pawn Stars” have aired so
far with a total of 25 episodes. Fifty-two episodes
have been purchased, DeRamus said.
A new slate of shooting
begins Monday.
For the first season, the
shooting schedule was 16
hours a day, six days a week,
though that was scaled back
in later shoots.
“People ask, ‘Is it real? Is
it a real business?’” DeRamus said. “If you want to
know if it’s real, come on
down. We have one of the
most open sets in reality
TV. We don’t lock anything
down.”
“Cajun Pawn Stars” has
filmed in nine Central
Louisiana parishes. DeRamus said new episodes will
expand outside the area to
places such as New Orleans,
Shreveport and Lafayette.
“People say shows like
this have about a five-year
run,” he said.
“But people in the industry tell me shows that appeal
to families and kids may
have legs longer than that.”

Ripa co-host to be revealed Sept. 4

joins her on stage that morning.
By then, Ripa will have welcomed 59
NEW YORK — The producers of “Live! guest co-hosts since Regis Philbin retired
With Kelly” say a new co-host will be from the show last November. The company
revealed on the show Sept. 4.
says the chosen one will come for that large
Disney-ABC Domestic Television said pack.
Monday that Kelly Ripa will officially
The day before the big revelation, Ripa
announce her new partner as he or she will host the show solo for the first time.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Pierce the Veil set collision course for screamo fans
Near-perfect marks for
Black Cadillacs, Erin
Ivey on new releases

better sophomore release
“Mostly No.” The 11-track
release is a great addition
to their DIY resumé as Milk
Maid deliver the goods with
plenty of feedback and fuzzy
guitars barely concealing a
series of toe-tapping melodies.
Noisy opener “Dopamine”
is a terrific scene-setter and
Milk Maid additionally score
with “Stir So Slow,” “Your
Neck Around Mine,” “New
Plans,” “Pictures of Stone”
and “No Good.” The future
looks pretty bright for frontman Martin Cohen and his
mates.

‘Collide With the Sky’
Pierce the Veil (Fearless)

Post-hardcore/screamo
foursome Pierce the Veil
have come a long way since
their 2007 “A Flair for the
Dramatic” debut, which
sounded like a poor man’s
My Chemical Romance. They
acquitted themselves nicely
on 2010’s “Selfish Machines”
and further polish their act
on “Collide With the Sky.”
As noted in this space many
times, a little of this music
goes a long way for me and
I can best absorb PTV in
smaller doses.
“May These Noises Startle
You in Your Sleep” is the perfect way to start the 12-track
release, and Pierce the Veil
are particularly sharp on “A
Match Into Water,” “King
for a Day,” “Tangled in the
Great Escape,” “One Hundred Sleepless Nights” and
“Stained Glass Eyes and
Colorful Tears.” If you dig
screamo, you can do a lot
worse than Pierce the Veil.

— JS

‘Run’
rible Things” and “Sweet
and Low.” The future looks
bright for this young side.


With the possible exception of 2008’s good-but-notgreat “Chandelier,” I’ve
— JS thoroughly enjoyed every
album that Big Apple-based
‘America Come Home’
singer/songwriter Rachael
Sage has ever recorded.
Joel Rafael (Inside Recordings)
Earlier this year, Sage scored

with “Haunted By You,” and
A respected folk artshe’s tweaked a handful of
ist in the vein of Woody
those winning tunes nicely
Guthrie, Joel Rafael has
on the six-track “Haunted By
crafted
another
winning
— Jeffrey Sisk
You: Acoustic EP.” The songs
album in “America Come
are even more intimate on a
Home.”
Whether
co-writing
‘Pilot Machines’
24-minute release that bena tune with the late Guthrie
Darlingside (self-released)
efits from Sage’s minimalist
(“Dance Around My Atom
1
 ⁄2
approach.
Fire”) or being joined by
Massachusetts-based
“Invisible Light,” “Everyicons David Crosby and
Darlingside describe themGraham Nash (title track),
thing,” “Abby Would You
selves as a “string rock
Rafael has delivered a
Wait,” personal favorite
quintet,” but don’t let that
thought-provoking — yet
“Performance Art,” “Birthrather haughty moniker
always entertaining — colday” and the title track were
dissuade you. The guys play
lection of 12 tunes.
terrific on the full-length,
some very enjoyable folk/
There aren’t any real misand they’re even better here.
rock and full-length debut
steps to be found here, and
The EP also gets a boost from
“Pilot Machines” is a winner. Rafael is especially effective
cameos by Dar Williams,
Anchored by Don Mitchon “Dharma Bums,” “Indian Katie Costello and Seth Glier.
ell’s arresting tenor voice
Summer,” “I Can’t Feel Your Good stuff.
and instrumentation that
Love,” “Within Your Graces”
includes cello, mandolin and
and “Racing and Chasing
— JS
violin, Darlingside roll out a
the Sun.” “America Come
12-track collection of tunes
Home” is Rafael’s eighth
‘Mostly No’
that merits your attention.
album. It’s also his best.
Milk Maid (FatCat)
“Still” sets the tone for
1⁄2
the album, and Darlingside
— JS
British outfit Milk Maid
additionally hit the mark
made an impressive debut
with Drowning Elvis,” “The
‘Haunted By You:
last year with the loud,
Company We Keep,” “Blow
Acoustic EP’
unpolished “Yucca” and conthe House Down,” “When
Fortune Comes,” “TerRachael Sage (MPress)
tinue in that vein on the even

∂ Run for your life

∂∂ Not awesome

The Black Cadillacs (Young
Giant)
1⁄2
Knoxville-based sixpiece the Black Cadillacs
seem poised to break into
the mainstream with the
release of stellar sophomore
full-length “Run.” There’s a
bluesy twang throughout the
11-track, 49-minute release
from a band that keeps the
spirit of Southern rock
alive and kicking. Whether
strutting their way through
uptempo tunes or serving
up soulful ballads, the Black
Cadillacs hit every note.
The lads explode out of the
gate with “Classic Fool” and
“Run, Run” and then slow
things down with ballads
“Would You be So Kind” and
the sprawling disc highlight
“I Know It’s Hard.” Additional standouts include
“How You’re Feelin’,” “100
Guns,” “Goodbye Fate” and
“Go On, Go Off” — but you
won’t go wrong with anything on this record.
— JS

‘Broken Gold’
Erin Ivey & the Finest Kind
(Mixtank)
1⁄2
Long a fixture on the bustling Austin, Texas, music
scene, urban folk songstress
Erin Ivey looks to raise her
profile beyond regional

∂∂∂ Not too shabby

borders with the national
release of “Broken Gold,”
a rock-solid slab recorded
on the fly with Austin trio
the Finest Kind. With her
jazz-inflected vocals and
seductive melodies, Ivey has
everything it takes for stardom. A single spin of this
11-track gem has me hoping
that Ivey & the Finest Kind
work together again. Soon.
A songwriter of the first
order, Ivey scores with “Sorrow No More,” “I Always
Leave a Part of My Heart in
Chicago,” “Chocolate,” “L.A.
Lullaby,” the title track and
“Little Star.” That the album
was largely improvised and
recorded live to tape in just
18 hours boggles the mind.
Track down a copy of “Broken Gold.”
— JS

what Brooklyn indie rockers
Yeasayer will unleash on
their records. Their first two
-- 2007’s “All Hour Cymbals”
and 2010’s excellent “Odd
Blood” -- are so different
from each other, and now
their third “Fragrant World”
takes yet another deep cut
toward colder, more isolated
terrain.
“Fragrant World” isn’t
a bad album at all, but it’s
really hard to warm up to at
first. There are some catchy
numbers such as “Longevity” “Devil and the Deed,”
and spacey “Henrietta” that
have a lot of appeal. But the
rest is kind of all over the
map, sounding like it doesn’t
really want to make friends
with the room but certainly
will make a spectacle if
forced. This is a grower.

‘Anastasis’
Dead Can Dance (PIAS)

Lisa Gerrard and Brendan
Perry haven’t reported to us
with a new studio offering in
16 years, but the dark world
music experimentalists, who
have influenced bands from
New Wave to black metal, are
back with their elegant new
album “Anastasis,” that perfectly bridges the gap from
1996’s “Spiritchaser.”
Dead Can Dance’s music
always is moody and dreary,
but it’s also full of beauty
and spirit. This record is
no exception, with Gerrard
and Perry taking turns, as
always, vocally, injecting
class into the independent
music scene with great songs
such as cooly floating opener
“Children of the Sun”;
Middle Eastern-flavored
“Agape”; and Euro folkflourished gem “Return of
the She-King,” that sounds
Tolkien-inspired.
— Brian Krasman

‘Fragrant World’
Yeasayer (Secretly Canadian)

There’s no way to predict

∂∂∂∂ Pretty sweet

— BK

‘Cyrk 2’
Cate Le Bon (The Control
Group)
1⁄2
Welsh artist Cate Le Bon
did slay us with her second album “Cyrk,” so it
was a nice treat to meet its
companion piece that was
recorded in the same session.
Because great care was taken
with packaging and sequencing, Le Bon decided these
five tracks on “2” fit together
better, and lo and behold, she
was right.
The songs here are more
spacious, reflective, and
atmospheric, and they’re
also a little longer than
what’s on the full-length.
“What Is Worse” is nice
and raw, with her insisting,
“I have no plans to settle
down”; “That Moon” has a
somber, Midwestern vibe;
and “January” spreads out
and trickles over you, with
guitar bubbling to the surface at the end. Can’t wait for
album three.

∂∂∂∂∂ Awesome

— BK

